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Magnetic properties and magnetoresistance in small iron oxide
cluster assemblies

D. L. Peng,a) T. Asai, N. Nozawa, T. Hihara, and K. Sumiyama
Department of Materials Science and Engineering, Nagoya Institute of Technology, Nagoya 466-8555,
Japan

~Received 15 July 2002; accepted 21 October 2002!

We report the magnetic properties and magnetoresistance~MR! in small iron oxide (Fe32xO4 and
Fe3O4) cluster assemblies. Half-metallic Fe3O4 cluster assembly with grain size of 10–15 nm is
shown to exhibit a MR value of about 8% atT530 K and a peak around the Verwey transition
temperatureTv5115 K which is a little lower than theTv value (;120 K) of single crystal
specimens. Even atT55 K, the magnetization is not saturated in fields up to 50 kOe. The MR
behaviors of a Fe32xO4-coated iron cluster assembly and a sample which was prepared by
embedding the Fe32xO4-coated iron clusters into a MgO matrix are also studied for comparison.
The MR value of the latter is over one time larger than that of the former and is also larger than
those of the Fe3O4 cluster assembly at various temperatures. It suggests that the barrier layer is
important for enhancing the MR effect at high temperatures. ©2002 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1528725#
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There has been a growing interest in the tunneling m
netoresistance~TMR! effect in materials due to their poten
tial applications for magnetoresistive devices.1,2 TMR arises
from a spin-dependent tunneling effect. Electron tunnel
between two ferromagnetic electrodes through an insul
~I! layer depends on the relative orientation of the magn
zations of the electrodes. When the relative orientation of
magnetizations is changed by applying a magnetic field
marked negative TMR is expected. In a magnetic granu
system, the fundamental quantity which determines the T
ratio is the spin polarization (P) of electrons in the ferro-
magnetic metal~FM! granules.P50 corresponds to para
magnetic metals andP51 to half metals in which only one
spin subband makes a contribution to the tunneling cond
tion of electrons. Since the TMR ratio is proportional toP2

either in FM/I/FM junctions or in magnetic granular system
it is a straightforward way of enhancing the TMR to use t
high spin polarization or half-metallic FMs in the tunnel-typ
nanostructures.

Half metallicity is known for CrO2,3–5 Fe3O4,6,7 and
La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 ~LSMO!.8,9 Large TMR effects have alread
been observed at low temperature for CrO2

polycrystalline,3,5 CrO2– Cr2O3 granular systems4 and
La2/3Sr1/3MnO3 polycrystalline,10 as well as their FM/I/FM-
type junctions.9,11 Since TMR devices requires a high Cur
temperature (Tc), Fe3O4 with high Curie temperature (Tc

5850 K) is attractive in comparison to LSMO (Tc

5360 K) and CrO2 (Tc5395 K). Indeed, TMR effects are
not large in Fe3O4 polycrystalline thin film and powde
compact,12 but so marked in epitaxial Fe3O4 films13 and tun-
nel junctions with a combination of Co and Fe3O4

electrodes7 as well as LSMO and Fe3O4 electrodes.14

In this letter, we report the magnetic properties and M
effect in small iron oxide (Fe32xO4 and Fe3O4) cluster as-
semblies. These samples were first prepared by the pla
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gas-condensation~PGC!-type cluster beam depositio
apparatus.15 The apparatus is composed of the three m
parts: a sputtering chamber, a cluster growth room, an
deposition chamber. Sample 1 is a highly surface-oxidiz
Fe cluster assembly~with an initial Fe cluster mean sized
513 nm), which was prepared by the introduction of oxyg
gas through a nozzle into the deposition chamber to fo
iron oxide shells covering the Fe clusters before deposi
on the substrate. This process ensures that all Fe cluster
highly oxidized before the cluster assemblies are form
High resolution transmission electron microscopy~TEM! ob-
servation~not shown here! and electron diffraction~ED! pat-
tern @Fig. 1~a!# show that the Fe cores withd59 nm were
covered with Fe32xO4 (0<x<0.33) shells composed o
very small crystallites with the size ofd52 – 3 nm. Sample 2
was obtained by annealing sample 1 atT5573 K for 2 h in a
gas pressure of about 231026 Torr. Figure 1~b! shows that
sample 2 is composed of only Fe3O4 grains whose sizes (d
510– 15 nm) are observed by TEM. Sample 3 was prepa
by combination of an embedding method. Fe32xO4-coated
Fe clusters~with the same condition as sample 1! was em-

FIG. 1. Electron diffraction patterns for highly surface-oxidized Fe clus
assembly~sample 1! and only Fe3O4 grain assembly~sample 2! obtained by
annealing of the No. 1 sample atT5573 K for 2 h.
8 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. Characteristics of the samples used in this work. All data are atT5300 K.

Sample
No.

Oxide grain size
d ~nm!

Resistivity
r ~mV cm!

@rH50-rH550 kOe#/rH550 kOe

MR ~%!
Thickness

tc(nm)

1 2–3 8.403104 1.20 480
2 10–15 1.733104 1.91 410
3 2–3 7.473106 2.78 80
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bedded in a MgO matrix, where they are separated by
MgO barriers with nonuniform thickness. The details
these three samples are listed in Table I. The effective
thickness of deposited clusters,te , was estimated using
quartz crystal thickness monitor, which measures the we
of the deposited clusters. Magnetic measurement was
formed using a superconducting quantum interference de
magnetometer between 5 and 300 K in magnetic fields u
50 kOe. Electrical resistivity was measured using a conv
tional dc four-probe method, and MR measurement w
made in fields applied parallel to the electrical current dir
tion.

Figure 2 shows hysteresis loops measured in a fi
range of250– 50 kOe for the samples 1 and 2 at 5 K. F
sample 1@Fig. 2~a!#, the hysteresis loop exhibits a two-ste
saturation behavior. The rapidly saturated part correspond
ferromagnetic Fe cores, while the slowly saturated part i
ferrimagnetic Fe32xO4 shell crystallites withd52 – 3 nm.
The large coercivity value (Hc51150 Oe) is ascribed to bot
an intrinsic property of ferromagnetic single-domain
cores and an extrinsic property related to the excha
anisotropy.16 For sample 2@Fig. 2~b!#, the hysteresis loop is
of a different shape in comparison with sample 1. The co
civity also decreases to 770 Oe. For these two samples, h
ever, there is the same feature: the magnetization does
saturate up toH550 kOe ~see the inset of Fig. 2! and
MH510 kOe is about 0.9 time ofMH550 kOeat T55 K. This is
attributable to a surface spin disorder state~spin-glass-like

FIG. 2. Hysteresis loops of the sample Nos. 1 and 2 at 5 K. The inset sh
the initial magnetization curves at different temperatures.
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state! of nanoscale ferrimagnetic Fe oxide particle system17

Figure 3~a! shows the temperature (T) dependence of
the electrical resistivity,r(T), for the three samples. At room
temperature ~RT!, the r value for sample 1 is 8.4
3104 mV cm. This value is 2.4 times as large as that (3
3104 mV cm) of polycrystalline film,12 and 8 times as large
as that (;13104 mV cm) for the epitaxial Fe3O4 film ~660
nm!.13 It monotonically increases with decreasing tempe
ture. For sample 2, ther value at RT is 1.73104 mV cm,
which is close to but still larger than that for the epitax
Fe3O4 film.13 This indicates the dominant contribution o
grain-boundary resistance. AsT decreases, ther value
gradually increases like a semiconductor, while it abrup
increases at around 115 K, corresponding to the Verwey t
sition temperature (Tv). This value is a little lower than the
Tv value (;120 K) for a Fe3O4 bulk sample but is consis
tent with the measured result of the MR@Fig. 3~b!#. This
suggests that the annealing process makes the sample
stoichiometric.

Figure 3~b! shows the temperature (T) dependence of
high-field MR ratio, @rH50-rH550 kOe#/rH550 kOe, for the
three samples. With decreasingT, the MR ratio monotoni-
cally increases for sample 1, while it increases slightly in
range of 130,T,300 K, and exhibits a peak aroundTv
5115 K, and then increases markedly with decreasingT be-

ws

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of~a! electrical resistivityr at zero mag-
netic field and~b! MR ratio, @rH50-rH550 kOe#/rH550 kOe, for sample, Nos.
1, 2, and 3. The inset shows magnetic field dependence of the MR rat
low temperatures.
e or copyright; see http://apl.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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low 80 K for sample 2, i.e., from 4.6% at 80 K to 8.0% at 3
K. On the other hand, sample 3 exhibits an enhanced
effect, i.e., its MR value is twice as large as that of sample
being due to the increase of the intergrain transport thro
the MgO barriers. As shown in the inset of Fig. 3, moreov
the magnetic field dependence of the MR for the th
samples exhibit no saturation tendency. Clearly, this fea
disagrees with the magnetization curves~the inset of Fig. 2!
which are of a saturation tendency, in spite of gradual
crease of magnetization forH.10 kOe. In nanogranular al
loys containing uncorrelated magnetic scatters such as su
paramagnetic magnetic particles,18 the MR should be
proportional toM2. In addition, as seen in Fig. 3~b!, the MR
values observed for all samples are much smaller than
expected high MR values for the half-metallic materia
Since magnetotunneling is an interface effect, the high-fi
nonsaturation behavior and the lower MR values for
present systems may result from spin disorder at Fe3O4 grain
surface.19 Such a surface spin disorder has been experim
tally discussed in ferrite nanoparticles20 and small Fe oxide
grains.17 The antiferromagnetic superexchange interaction
disrupted at the surface of the ferrimagnetic oxide crystall
because of missing oxygen ions or the presence of o
impurity molecules. Such broken exchange bonds betw
surface spins lead to surface spin disorder.

Finally, it is worth further discussion on the temperatu
dependence of the resistivity for samples 1 and 3. Figur
shows logr vs 1/T curves for the samples 1 and 3 and logr
vs 1/T1/2 for 3 sample~inset!. A linear dependence of logr vs
1/T is observed in the range of 130,T,300 K for sample 1.
This behavior is ascribed to fluctuation-induced tunnel
conduction mechanism in disordered materials,21 in which
the thermally activated voltage fluctuations across tunne
barriers play an important role in determining the tempe
ture dependence of the conductivity. At high temperature,
tunneling conductivity displays thermally activated chara
teristics @r}exp(T1 /T)#. As seen in the inset, on the oth
hand, the MgO barriers with nonuniform thickness gives r
to logr}1/T1/2 dependence over a wide temperature ran

FIG. 4. Logarithmic resistivity, logr, as a function ofT21 for sample Nos.
1 and 3. Solid lines show the logr vs T21 fitting between 140 and 300 K
The inset shows the logarithmic resistivity, logr, as a function ofT21/2 for
sample No. 3.
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(60,T,300 K) for sample 3. Similar behavior has bee
reported for well-defined Co clusters embedded in inert-
solid matrices.22 According to Sheng et al.,23 the r
}exp(T0 /T)1/2 dependence has been derived from the
sumption that the separations between grains~namely the
tunnel-barrier thickness! is proportional to the grain sized in
granular materials. In our case, however, the sized
52 – 3 nm) of the oxide shell crystallites is not correlated
the MgO barrier thickness. Therefore, the logr}1/T1/2 tem-
perature dependence in our sample 3 is ascribable to ano
hopping model in which the barrier thickness is a rand
variable uncorrelated with the activation energy~namely,
size d) which is dominated by the intragrain leve
splitting.24,25
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